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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

The Witchlands #1:
Truthwitch
Author

Susan Dennard

Reviewer

Natalie Hatch

Rating
Excellent

Level

Young Adult

There are many types of magic in the Witchlands, and while the
continent has been largely divided into three major countries,
not all people, countries, or magics are created equally. Safiya
is a Truthwitch, a secret only a select few know, hoping to not
be used by the empire as a pawn in schemes. Her thread-sister,
Iseult, is a Threadwitch, someone who can see the invisible ties
and bonds around others’ hearts. When Safi’s power is found
out and the girls are fought over by the empires, they are faced
with the possibility of losing each other for the first time in years,
questioning themselves and their place in the world, and the
consequence of the broken peace the lands have known for
nineteen years.

9780765379283

Susan Dennard creates a beautiful world where all of the
countries and people are diverse. The writing style is engaging,
moving, and changes perspectives between the main characters
to show the individuality and depth of each. Though written in
prose, there are songs, lyrics, and poems, and lullabies from the
history of the Witchland world dispersed throughout the novel
that add a richness to the text. The hardcover book is beautifully
bound with nice thick paper and an easy-to-read font size that
isn’t too small. The dust jacket is full color and shows a highresolution picture of the main character, Safiya.

Publisher

*Contains moderate language.

Pages
412

Year
2015

ISBN

Tor Teen

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

The Witchlands #2:
Windwitch
Author

Susan Dennard

Reviewer

Natalie Hatch

Rating
Excellent

Level

Young Adult

Pages
384

Year
2017

ISBN

9780765379306

Publisher
Tor Teen

Safi has chosen to go quietly with the Empress of Marstok, hoping
that this will keep others safe. But when the Empress’ ship is
attacked and the two barely escape with their lives, Safi and the
Empress must really team together to survive. Iseult, having been
separated from her thread-sister, decides to pursue her and rejoin
her side no matter what it takes. Unfortunately, a bounty is placed
on her head, and she too is hunted by a bloodwitch, pirates, and
others. In order to survive, she strikes a deal with the bloodwitch,
still desperate to find Safi, and the two face her hunters together.
Back in Nubrevna, Prince Merik is announced dead when his ship
explodes in seafire. Though he actually escaped, he lets everyone
think him dead and starts a new life.
Dennard continues to capture the interest of readers with the
beauty of the world that she created in Truthwitch. The dialogue,
text, and inserted poems and songs continue to be rich and
enticing. The perspectives and change between characters’
stories increase as more characters are explored and the main
characters are separated. The depth of characters is expanded
as they are faced with more difficult realities and lose the things
they valued. The hardcover book is beautifully bound with nice
thick paper and an easy-to-read font size that isn’t too small. The
dustjacket is full color and a portrays a high-resolution picture of
one of the main characters, Prince Merik.
*Contains moderate language.
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Adopting a Dinosaur
Author

José Carlos Andrés

Illustrator

Ana Sanfelippo

Reviewer

Lindsey Smith

Rating

Dependable

Level

Preschool, Primary

Pages
34

Ali wants a dog, a cat, a parrot, an elephant, really any animal will
do; but the pet that she ends up with is a baby dinosaur. When
Ali’s parents refuse to get her a pet, she is despondent, until she
comes across a giant egg on her way home from school. Ali cares
for her egg until it hatches into a dinosaur, then she sneakily
convinces her parents to let her keep it. Playing with her new
friend is fun until the dinosaur’s parents show up to take it home,
and Ali is left petless again. Yet, in true happy ending fashion,
Ali’s new buddy still stops in for visits, so their friendship is able
to continue.
This is a sweet story about a girl who longs for a friend and gets
a better one than she ever could have imagined. The storyline is
charming, sprinkled with a bit of humor, though it does seem to
move rather quickly. The illustrations in this book are marvelous
and draw the reader in - with bright colors and retro artwork, they
make the story come alive. Parents and teachers will appreciate
the theme of friendship found in the story, which will lend itself
nicely to discussions about kindness and inclusion.

Year
2019

ISBN

9788417123635

Publisher
NubeOcho

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Angel Island: Gateway
to Gold Mountain
Author

Russell Freedman

Reviewer

Maryn Wheeler

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate,
Young Adult

Pages
81

Year
2013

ISBN

9780547903781

In the early twentieth century, Angel Island Immigration Station
became the entrance point to America for most Asian immigrants.
There they underwent medical examinations, interviews, and
were detained in small barracks for weeks or months before
entrance or deportation. The Chinese poems inscribed on the
walls highlight the immigrant experience. Because of difficult
living conditions and strict immigration laws, many had a tough
time and experienced a harsh welcome to the American dream.
After a building fire on Angel Island, it was shut down and soon
exclusion laws were repealed. Visitors may tour Angel Island now
as a reminder of the challenging journey of immigrants.
Freedman masterfully captures the history of Angel Island,
from its early inhabitants, to immigration, to the rediscovery
of abandoned barracks detailing the immigrant journey,
and the restoration efforts in preserving that history. The
historical and political context of the early immigrants and
their families highlights the personal experiences of many as
well as the greater impact of Asian immigrant influence in the
west. Graphics throughout the book include black and white
illustrations, photographs, political cartoons, and artifacts. Back
matter includes source notes, a bibliography, and an index. The
interesting story of Angel Island is an important and applicable
lesson in history that should not be soon forgotten.

Publisher

Clarion Books

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Backfield Boys
Author

John Feinstein

Reviewer

Amanda Morgan

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate,
Young Adult

Pages
353

Year
2017

ISBN

9780374305925

Publisher

Farrar Straus Giroux
Book for Young Readers

Best friends Jason and Tom have full-ride scholarships to a
prestigious school for their outstanding football talent. Jason
is a lightning-fast wide receiver and Tom is a quick-thinking
quarterback with amazing aim, so they are shocked at practice
when Jason is named a quarterback and Tom a wide receiver.
They are even more shocked as Jason gets playing time and Tom
never touches the field. Then, their suspicion is raised when they
realize dorm rooms are segregated by color. Secretly, they contact
sports journalists who inform them their school has never had a
black quarterback. Tom is black. The reporters have been sure
for a while that the boys’ new school has not only a racist head
coach, but a racist founder. However, nothing can be done about
this without sound proof of injustice. Desperate to make wrongs
right, the boys continue attending their frustratingly prejudiced
new school until they have enough to evidence to do so.
Written clearly, with easy to follow action, this book is great for
capturing the attention of intermediate to young adult readers.
While it would help the reader to have a general knowledge of
football, non-football fans can still enjoy this book. Unfortunately,
the main characters’ voices seem older than that of high school
freshmen, which is what they are. Also, the racist coaches and
leaders are so extreme they seem more like the two-dimensional,
pure evil villains of a fairytale than real people. This may not be a
problem, depending on the reader’s opinion, as it doesn’t detract
from the storyline and makes the protagonists seem even more
heroic in contrast. The majority of the protagonists are white. It
would have been nice to hear more about how Tom felt as he was
being discriminated and to see him stand up for himself, but the
majority of the book’s focus is on Jason and the things he, his
white roommate, and the two reporters of unspecified race do to
stand up for people of color. Nonetheless, the book still has many
good messages on equality for all.
*Contains mild language

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Bat and the End
of Everything
Author

Elana K. Arnold

Illustrator

Charles Santoso

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary

Pages
184

Year
2019

Bat loves animals, especially Thor, his pet skunk; but is it time
to return him to the wild? Lots of changes are happening in
Bixby Alexander Tam’s (aka Bat’s) life. Between being offered to
take care of the classroom rabbit for the summer, his dad’s new
girlfriend, working at his mom’s veterinary clinic, and worrying
about being separated from Thor—it’s a lot for a kid with autism
to take care of. The bond between skunk and boy is not to be
underestimated though, as everything finds its place in the end.
Elana Arnold does a great job of writing about a kid who falls on
the autistic spectrum without having to come out and say that
he’s autistic. Here, it’s just a normal part of life. It shows how Bat
and his family deal with stressful situations, such as Bat wearing
earmuffs when things get too noisy for him. One doesn’t need to
have read the other books in order to appreciate this one. The
book has more text with only the occasional picture, making it
ideal for kids more accustomed to reading for longer lengths.
The font is also larger than normal for ease of reading. Would
recommend to schools and public libraries as a way to raise
awareness of autism and how others think. It’s also a great book
for animal lovers, as this book provides details on how to care for
animals—especially skunks.

ISBN

9780062798442

Publisher

Walden Pond Press

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Beatrix Potter and the
Unfortunate Tale of a
Borrowed Guinea Pig
Author

Deborah Hopkinson

Illustrator

Charlotte Voake

Reviewer

Elizabeth Bingham

Rating
Excellent

Level

Toddler, Preschool,
Primary

Pages
44

Young Beatrix Potter loves animals and has quite the collection.
In fact, she has a whole menagerie, the extent of which is likely
unknown to her parents. Despite the several that die in her
care, Beatrix believes herself capable of caring for any animal.
However, that theory is tested when she asks to borrow her
neighbor Miss Paget’s guinea pig, Queen Elizabeth, to make
sketches. Accompanying the story are beautiful yet simple
watercolor illustrations that both engage and delight the reader.
In this book, Hopkinson and Voake manage to capture not
only this story of Potter’s childhood, but also the very essence
of her life and writing. The theme and plot of this simple story
are actually quite morbid as it discusses all the animals that
Potter accidentally killed in her childhood, but it is written in a
lighthearted voice that is reminiscent Potter’s own writing. This
story is also written in the form of a picture letter because that
was the form originally used in the writing of Potter’s The Tale
of Peter Rabbit. The beauty of Potter’s style is further captured
in the watercolor illustrations inspired by Potter’s own use of
watercolor in her book. Fans of The Tale of Peter Rabbit are sure
to love this endearing tale of its author.

Year
2016

ISBN

9780385373258

Publisher

Schwartz & Wade

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Ben Braver
and the Incredible
Exploding Kid
Author

Marcus Emerson

Illustrator

Marcus Emerson

Reviewer

Audrey Lowther

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
319

Year
2019

ISBN

9781626727113

Publisher

Roaring Brook Press

After Kepler Academy (a special school for super-powered kids)
was terrorized by Abigail Cutter and her army of plant zombies last
year, Ben Braver is worried about returning to school. After all, her
partner was never caught! Besides his anxiety about Cutter and
her mysterious partner, Ben is nervous that his classmates will
somehow find out his secret—that he has no superpower. Luckily,
his friends Noah, Penny, and Jordan all have his back. Ben and
his friends compete in Power Battles, help Professor Duncan in
his lab, and try to uncover the mystery of student fifteen. As Ben’s
popularity (and his ego) grow, he finds himself distanced from his
friends and the other students who once looked up to him, but in
a time of crisis, the students of Kepler Academy pull together to
defeat an unexpected enemy.
Emerson does a great job of using the book’s illustrations to add
to the story. Many of the illustrations are actually styled as comic
strips that pick up where the last paragraph left off, offering a
break from longer blocks of text. While this second book in the
Ben Braver series is definitely a fun read, it contains deeper
messages for its readers. One of this book’s principle themes is
that the line between “good” and “bad” can sometimes feel fuzzy.
Using likeable, relatable characters like Jennifer, Coach Lindsey,
and even Headmaster Kepler, Emerson demonstrates that people
are often willing to do questionable things to help loved ones, or
to perpetuate what they see as the greater good. Another theme
found in this book is how our lies can affect the people around
us. For example, throughout the book, Ben hides that he doesn’t
have a superpower from everyone but his closest friends, and his
secret often makes it necessary for them to step in and help him
in situations that would otherwise be embarrassing or dangerous.
During the first Power Battle, for example, Jordan has to use his
invisibility to secretly battle in Ben’s place so that he isn’t beaten
or badly injured by Dexter.
*Contains mild violence

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Big Mouth Elizabeth
Author

Rachel Vail

Illustrator
Paige Keiser

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary

Pages
119

Year

Elizabeth doesn’t really get along with Anna. Anna whispers
to Elizabeth’s best friend, steals the best swing at recess, and
doesn’t even pick Elizabeth to go with her when she loses a tooth.
Losing teeth is a big deal—so what should Elizabeth do when she
knows she has a mouth full of baby teeth? Those who have lost
teeth get to be a part of the Big Mouth Club, something Elizabeth
really want to join. When the opportunity arises to be a junior
member of this club and go on a trip, Elizabeth has to learn about
her priorities, as she already told babyish Cali she would play with
her. But maybe, just maybe, they can make a club that everyone
can join—no matter if you have teeth or not.
Another cute story with our slightly sassy Elizabeth and the new
lessons she learns. Elizabeth learns about baby teeth, how namecalling like babyish Cali isn’t a good idea, and that the best thing
to do is to include others, no matter their class, smile, or gender.
Chapters are short, ranging from a single sentence to a page and
a half. This book shows how people feel when they are excluded,
as well as the pain that can come from name calling. It’s perfect
for kids to learn how to see others for who they are, and to get
them thinking about the feelings of others.

2019

ISBN

9781250162175

Publisher

Feiwel & Friends

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Born in the Wild
Author

Lita Judge

Illustrator
Lita Judge

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Toddler, Preschool

Born in the Wild follows a variety of baby animals—like giraffes,
panda bears, and otters—as they are born and explains how those
animals grow with their families in their respective environments.
Baby animals have many needs like food, shelter, protection and
play, just like baby humans.
Born in the Wild beautifully and simply depicts the early days
of baby animal life. Each page includes a realistic illustration
of a baby animal and its family with a simple informative fact
about how those babies survive. This book would make a great
conversation starter for parents and young children about how all
creatures need many of the same things to thrive. Eye-catching
and educational, the book is sure to help instill a respect and
awareness of the world around us and the creatures it contains.
This educational board book would be a great addition for any
animal lover’s library.

Pages
48

Year
2014

ISBN

9781250189925

Publisher

Roaring Book Press

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Brightly Burning
Author

Alexa Donne

Reviewer

Tessa McMillan

Rating

Significant Shortcomings

Level

Young Adult

Pages
394

Year
2018

ISBN

9781328948939

Publisher

Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt

Life is not sustainable on Earth. To give Earth time to regenerate,
humans create life-sustaining rocket ships to house Earth’s
remaining inhabitants. But even in Space, social classes develop
between the different rocket ships. The poorest societies live on
the Stalwart, a ship that grows food for higher-class spacecrafts.
Stella Ainsley educates the children on the Stalwart while also
keeping the failing ship in working order. Stella yearns for life
away from the struggling Stalwart, so she accepts a teaching
job on the rocket ship Rochester. Rochester is privately owned
and captained by the young and mysterious Hugo Fairfax. Stella
loves teaching Hugo’s young sister, Jessa, and having in-depth
conversations with Hugo. But the ship is shrouded in secrecy
regarding Hugo’s past. A deep relationship blooms between
Stella and Hugo, but a wealthy family wants to snag Hugo for
their daughter. While sorting out her feelings for Hugo, Stella
uncovers the Rochester’s devastating secret and returns to the
malfunctioning Stalwart. With a close friend’s help, Stella travels
to Earth to check it’s sustainability for the Stalwart’s inhabitants
and to reconnect with an Earth-banished Hugo.
Donne’s book is a science-fiction version of the classic, Jane Eyre.
Donne cleverly reimagines many elements found in Charlotte
Brontë’s book. However, Brightly Burning falls horribly short when
it comes to the personalities and relationships of the two main
characters. Stella, unlike Jane, is actually beautiful and sought
after by different guys in the story. Jane’s plainness kept her
from being loved or taken seriously by most people in her life.
Mr. Rochester was searching for redemption from his seedy past
and finds salvation in the pure goodness of Jane. Mr. Rochester
awakens Jane’s deepest feelings and emotions because of the
acceptance he shows her. For Donne’s characters, Hugo has a
playboy reputation, but he isn’t apologetic to Stella about most
of his past mistakes. Stella isn’t an example of purity or virtue.
It seems only their physical attraction keeps them together as a
couple, with no mention of a spiritual connection so essential in
Brontë’s novel. For ages 15 and up.
*Contains mild sexual content.
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Book Review

Camp Panda:
Helping Cubs
Return to the Wild
Author

Catherine Thimmesh

Reviewer

Maryn Wheeler

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
60

Year
2018

ISBN

9780544818910

Camp Panda explores the adventure of the iconic panda
conservation. The well-written introduction to pandas illustrates
the history and need for conservation of these important
mammals. The courageous and determined scientists at Wolong
Nature Reserve in China overcome setbacks and persevere with
the Chinese Conservation and Research Center for the Giant
Panda (CCRCGP) to build an effective reintroduction program.
Collaboration brings growth and success to not only the panda
population but also to the critical habitat that is home to many
diverse species.
This beautiful nonfiction picture book shares details of the
scientific journey of effectively reintroducing pandas into the
wild. Through trial and error, research, and collaboration,
CCRCGP has grown in its understanding and success with these
incredible animals. This book highlights scientific practices and
processes as well as ecosystems. Explanations are coupled with
color photographs, captions, and graphics for understanding.
The end papers include ways to help in the effort, short bios of
the experts, a thorough glossary, sources, and an index. Camp
Panda provides understanding, hope, and tools to help with the
conservation of pandas.

Publisher

Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

Celebrate You!
Author

Sherri Duskey Rinker

Illustrator
A. N. Kang

Reviewer

Audrey Lowther

Rating
Excellent

Level

Toddler

Pages
34

While Celebrate You! may be meant as an indirect celebration
of the reader’s accomplishments, the sweet illustrations that
accompany the congratulatory message tell the story of a young
penguin finally leaving the nest. His parents and friends lovingly
recount how he hatched, and later learned to walk, talk, and
even ice fish! Mama and Papa penguin, and the young penguin’s
polar bear, fox, and owl friends proudly reflect on his many
achievements, and encourage him to keep learning, growing, and
becoming the best penguin he can be.
Celebrate You! may be a children’s book, but its message is
perfect for readers of all ages. The book’s text is written as a
message from a loving parent or friend congratulating the reader
on their many accomplishments and positive, humble attitude as
they have found success. As well as depicting cute animals that
will appeal to young readers, the illustrations in Celebrate You!
show that every success, no matter how large or small, is worth
celebrating. For example, the book depicts the young penguin
both as he learns to crawl and as he leaves his childhood home in
a tiny boat, ready to take on the world.

Year
2019

ISBN

9780062564023

Publisher
Balzer + Bray

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

The Numair Chronicles
Tempests and Slaughter
Author

Tamora Pierce

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating

Dependable

Level

Young Adult

Pages
480

Year
2018

ISBN

9780375847110

Publisher

Random House Books
for Young Readers

Arram is a gifted student at a school for mages-in-training. He
is plucked from the beginner classes and put on an accelerated
course so that he can learn to control his overwhelming power
and challenge his mind. His first months at school are lonely
ones, but in his new, higher-level classes, he meets Ozorne and
Varice who take him under their wing. At first, their friendship is
straightforward. But as the complex adult world looms closer, fun
is difficult to come by. Their studies become more intensive and
they quickly become wrapped up in corruption and politics. Each
friend has their own special abilities, but tensions rise when some
talents are more respected than others. Arram once saw school
as a refuge from all the turbulence of the outside world, but he
soon learns that the life of a mage is anything but simple.
Tempests and Slaughter is the first book in a series which takes
place in the same world as some of Tamora Pierce’s other books.
However, without any experience reading other Tamora Pierce
novels, the world is easy to understand, and a reader could have
a full experience reading only this book. Pierce writes about
magic in a way that makes it feel believable. She emphasizes the
effort it demands and the training required, portraying it more as
an unwieldy power than a simplistic trick. The three friends are
each unique, and the book shows successful platonic friendships
as well as friendship that develops into attraction. This book
covers several years of the trio’s training. They are frequently
gaining new teachers and mentors, and it becomes very difficult
to keep track of each mage, especially with such unfamiliar
names. Also, the book leaves many loose ends in the plot, paving
the way for the next book in the series. For those who do not go
on to read the next book, the ending may be unsatisfying.
*Contains mild sexual content, moderate violence, and mild
language.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

The Path of Names
Author

Ari Goelman

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating

Dependable

Level

Intermediate

Pages
339

Year
2013

ISBN

9780545474306

Publisher

Dahlia loves magic tricks of any kind, but she can’t go to a magic
camp this summer. Instead, she has to go to a Jewish camp her
parents picked out. Even though she is unhappy about having to
hang out with other girls who don’t share her hobby, her attitude
changes when she sees two girls mysteriously pass through a
solid wall. Soon, the camp is full of odd occurrences. There is an
abnormally grumpy caretaker who guards a maze, and two girls
have died. On top of this mystery, when Dahlia learns that past
campers have disappeared, she learns that it is up to her to try
and stop whatever is taking the kids. As she does, she learns she
has the power within herself to triumph over true evil.
This is a typical summer camp story with added touches of
Jewish culture such as kabbalah, Chasidism, and a few Hebrew
words. The addition of Jewish elements is tastefully done and will
connect with a range of readers. The characters can be a little
unrealistic at times, including the interactions between Dahlia
and her parents. She often speaks back to them rudely without
any sort of repercussion. The ending was very predictable with
the underdog winning and everything tying up nicely, but this
book will still find a place among young readers due to its ageappropriate story and characters.
*Mild violence

Arthur A. Levine Books

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

The Riverman
Author

Aaron Starmer

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating
Excellent

Level

Young Adult

Pages
320

Year
2014

ISBN

9780374363093

Publisher

Farrar Straus Giroux

Fiona and Alistair used to be friends, so it’s not exactly shocking
for her to approach him. What is shocking is what she’s asking
him to do. Fiona wants Alistair to write the story of her life, just
as she tells it. Alistair is too intrigued to say no, so Fiona begins
to relate her story. But Fiona’s story is strange. She talks about
going to another world called Aquavania, where she can create
a new world without limits. But children are disappearing from
Aquavania and Fiona thinks the Riverman is to blame. To Alistair,
Fiona’s story seems fictional. There’s no way that Aquavania
could exist, but Fiona’s fear of the Riverman seems genuine.
Alistair wanders if maybe Fiona is calling for help but hides the
truth behind this story to make it more manageable. For that
reason, Alistair knows he needs to listen to her story until the
end and find a way to save Fiona from whatever, whoever, is
tormenting her.
This is a strange book but is also incredibly poignant. Alistair
has to ask himself what it means to be a good friend and lives
with the weight of wondering whether he should keep Fiona’s
secrets or break her trust and get her some help. Though Fiona’s
situation is pretty unique, this is a really important question in
friendships, and Alistair’s feelings of helplessness and internal
battle over the best thing to do is highly relatable. With the
inclusion of Aquavania, this story could be classified as magical
realism, but the question of whether Fiona’s stories are real
or not makes the boundaries of reality unclear. As tortured as
Fiona seems, she is a complex female character in the middle
of growing up who is also committed to being unapologetically
herself. Rather than mimicking the stereotype of an adolescent
girl, Fiona is incredibly three-dimensional, and she doesn’t shy
away from her own oddities. In this way, Fiona is a great role
model to anyone who is tired of pretending to be something other
than what they are.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Reviewers: December 2019 CBMR Book Reviews

Book Review

The Tide
Author

Clare Helen Welsh

Illustrator

Ashling Lindsay

Reviewer
Carly Atchley

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Preschool, Primary

Pages
32

Year
2019

ISBN

9781680101416

A young girl reminisces on the day she went to the beach with
her Grandpa and watched the tide come in. Grandpa forgets a
lot of things, and it can be embarrassing or even scary. What
if Grandpa forgets her? But as her mother gently reminds her,
Grandpa’s memories are like the tide they watched together at
the beach: sometimes they’re “near and full of life,” and other
times they’re “distant and quiet.” That’s why they reminisce
together, so both the girl and Grandpa can be reminded of the
wonderful memories they share. No matter what happens to her
Grandpa’s memory, the young girl knows that she loves him and
that he will always love her.
Using colorfully illustrated pages and few words, The Tide
describes what many children may face in their lifetime: a relative
or close friend with dementia, who makes embarrassing mistakes
or forgets important memories. By telling the story from the
perspective of a young girl, children reading this book can feel
as though they are not alone in being frustrated by or afraid of
the fading memories of their older friends and family members.
Instead, they are reminded that no matter what happens, they
will always love their grandparents and friends and be loved by
them. This idea is tied together by the overarching simile of a tide
rolling in, used both in describing a happy event for the young
girl and her Grandpa and as an example of the memories people
experience as they age. This beautiful comparison helps children
to understand the phenomenon in a simple and clear way.

Publisher
Tiger Tales

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

The Whale, the Sea
and the Stars
Author

Adrin Macho

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary

Pages
26

Year
2019

ISBN

9781782505594

Gerda lives with her family in the great big blue, but soon, she
must go off to find her own special place. With her mother’s
song in her heart, she sets off to explore. Gerda plays with some
penguins she meets, but remembering her mother’s song, she
heads off once again. Encountering all kinds of other animals,
she can’t find one place she fits until she is advised to go ask
the wise narwhal of the North Pole. He tells her how to follow
her heart, and she sets off, reconnecting with family and other
whales to a place where she finally finds belonging.
From the cover on, readers will be struck by the beautiful and
elegant illustrations. The ocean color pallet of greens and blues,
with pops of orange and red, blend to give the story a rich,
sumptuous feeling. All the animals’ features are highlighted with
beautiful scrollwork. For example, the penguins have little stylized
necklaces across their chests and a little blue plume at the top of
their heads that express the artist’s Slovakian heritage. The story
is charming with the connecting element of the whale’s song, but
the overall flow of the story gets a little repetitive, connecting to
an ending that lacks the emotional punch the theme of finding
home should give. But, even with these few flaws, this book will
be one that families will enjoy sharing.

Publisher
Floris Books

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

This Is My Home,
This Is My School
Author

Johnathan Bean

Illustrator

Johnathan Bean

Reviewer

Kimberly Jackson

Rating
Excellent

Level

Preschool, Primary

Pages
38

Year

Young Johnathan shows off his house. He explains that his home
doubles as his school. In fact, all of the spaces in his home serve
more than one purpose. His mom and dad are teachers, and
his siblings are classmates. He eats lunch in a cafeteria that is
also the kitchen. He studies and learns both inside and out. He
goes on field trips to interesting, educational places, takes art
classes with other home-schooled children, and has P.E. with
his neighbors when they come home from public school. For
Johnathan, home and school are the same!
This autobiography of Johnathan Bean’s life growing up as a
home-schooled student is a fun and informative dive into what
homeschool can look like. It demonstrates the ways a child might
get similar experiences to public school. It also carries with it a
child’s obvious love of his home and family. Following the story
are pictures and an author’s note on what homeschooling was
like for Mr. Bean, and what it means to him now. This could be a
helpful book for children who have friends in homeschool, or who
are in homeschool but don’t know how to tell their friends about
it. It can also be helpful for parents exploring the decision to
home-school their children.

2015

ISBN

9780374380205

Publisher

Farrar Straus Giroux

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Three Pennies
Author

Melanie Crowder

Reviewer

Jessica Mellor

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate

Pages
181

Year
2017

ISBN

Marin has been shuttled around from foster home to foster home,
continually wishing that her mother would come back. When
the lovely Dr. Lucy wants to adopt Marin, Marin turns away, still
dreaming of a time when she can live with her mom again. As
the day for adoption comes closer, Marin puts her plan to find
her mother into action. When hope turns into despair, it’s only a
San Francisco earthquake that can pull Lucy and Marin together
again.
Told through the perspective of Marin, Lucy, Gilda the social
worker, and a wise guardian owl, this is the seamless story of a
daughter looking for belonging, love and acceptance from her
mother. Melanie Crowder does a great job interspersing facts
and details throughout the book in a way that is not a fire hose of
information, but well blended. Prepare to have your heart warmed
as readers watch Dr. Lucy transform into a mother, the one
that Marin needs. It appears that Lucy was once in a romantic
relationship with another women in the past, but that fact doesn’t
change anything about the story. The words on the page are
also in a bigger print than most books which adds to the book’s
readability.

9781481495684

Publisher

Atheneum Books for
Young Readers

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

WeirDo Even Weirder!
Author
Anh Do

Illustrator
Anh Do

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary

Pages

Weir Do is new in school and has made some new friends,
including Bella Allen, a girl he really likes. He is settling in quite
nicely, but when Bella Allen’s birthday costume party comes up,
Weir feels the pressure to avoid any misstep that might get him
uninvited. He finds a perfect present, a perfect costume and
gets set to go. However, the day does not go as planned and the
success of the party is threatened. Weir’s family steps in with
fun activities so the party is saved, and happily, Bella Allen loves
Weir’s gift.
Once again, Anh Do writes a funny book for young readers. Weir
Do’s character is very relatable because he is a boy who is good
at some things, bad at others, and wants nothing more than to
belong. This book addresses topics such as social acceptance,
friendship, and self-confidence in a hilarious way. The illustrations
and graphics contribute substantially to the humor, which does
include some mild bathroom humor. Children ages six to ten will
be attracted to this book.

150

Year
2014

ISBN

9781338305609

Publisher

Scholastic Inc.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

WeirDo
Author
Anh Do

Illustrator
Anh Do

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
144

Year
2013

ISBN

Weir Do (yep, that’s his name) is the new kid in school and all he
wants to do is fit in, but with a name that gets everyone laughing
and a family that is a little out of the ordinary, fitting in is hard. It’s
also tough to get the special attention of Bella Allen, the seventhprettiest girl in Weir’s class and the apple of his eye. Things are
looking up when Bella Allen starts passing out birthday invitations
to everyone in the class. The only problem is that she doesn’t
give one to Weir. While in mourning, Weir learns that Bella’s mom
has arranged for Bella to go to his house after school. Despite his
nervousness and his family’s crazy antics, the two become better
friends and Weir gets a special surprise from Bella that sets his
world right again.
WeirDo is a funny, fast-paced beginner chapter book perfect for
children ages six to ten. Each page has eye-catching graphics
and stand-out words in bright red that bring the story to life. The
graphics and text together make for some hilarious scenes. The
book is written from the perspective of Weir; we hear about his
feelings, hopes, and thoughts, which children will easily relate to
and understand. The overall message of the book that children
should accept and embrace who they are, even the parts that
don’t fit the mold. There is some “bathroom humor” in a few parts
of the book, but WeirDo is overall a fun read that would make a
great addition to a home library.

9781338305586

Publisher

Scholastic Inc.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

What’s On My Plate?:
Choosing from the
Five Food Groups
Author

Jennifer Boothroyd

Reviewer
Laura Dekle

Rating
Excellent

Level

Primary, Intermediate

Pages
32

Year
2016

ISBN

9781467794701

Publisher

Lerner Publishing Group,
Inc.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

What’s On My Plate seeks to educate younger elementary-aged
children about healthy eating habits and help them understand
nutrition. The book engages readers through a systematic
explanation of each food group. It starts out with healthier and
recommended foods and goes on to include more fatty or sugary
foods, which it refers to as “sometimes foods.” Throughout the
text, thinking questions are included for readers to consider how
a food group may impact their diet.
This book is colorful and aesthetically pleasing. It is targeted to an
appropriate audience, since readers in the primary grades have
developed the independence to start making some of their own
food choices. The pace and understandable content is perfect
for the intended readers. The author does a fine job of explaining
why certain foods are or are not recommended and gives multiple
examples of what and how much could be eaten in a given day.
Although this book may not change the tastes of picky eaters,
the use of science could help them understand why fruits and
vegetables are good for you. This books is a great way to help
readers take ownership of their nutrition, and it gives them
concrete methods to do so by suggesting they keep food logs and
do further research. The inclusion of important nonfiction text
features such as a table of contents, labels, captions, glossary,
further reading, and index also provide great ways for readers to
navigate the text.
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Book Review

WhatsHisFace
Author

Gordon Korman

Reviewer

Amanda Morgan

Rating
Excellent

Level

Intermediate

Pages
231

Year
2018

ISBN

9781338200164

Publisher

Scholastic Press

Cooper Vega is sure that no one at his new school will ever learn
his name. So he’s surprised when the beautiful Jolie introduces
herself and asks him his name. Unfortunately, she’s way out
of his league. She’s caught the eye of the soccer star, Brock,
and they’re cast as Romeo and Juliet in the school play. Every
year the seventh graders perform one of Shakespeare’s works,
funded by a millionaire who’s obsessed with Shakespeare. When
Cooper takes a picture of the man’s private museum, his phone
starts glitching. Then a person appears on his screen. It’s not an
image. It’s not a video. His name is Roderick and according to
him, he’s been dead since 1596. Cooper can’t get the ghost to
leave his phone, so he starts introducing Roderick to 21st century
life. The two become unlikely friends, and as Cooper takes him
to play practice, he learns that Roderick’s past is tangled with
Shakespeare’s. The kids at school may never learn Cooper’s
name, but Cooper decides it’s time they know Roderick’s.
This book is a great light read for a middle school aged child. It is
funny and has a suspenseful plot. The book entertains the idea
that Shakespeare’s work was never completely his own, at least
not with Romeo and Juliet. According to Whatshisface, it was
mostly written by Roderick Barnabas Northrop. While it’s true that
the authenticity of Shakespeare can neither be confirmed nor
denied, Roderick’s story is a bit of a stretch. However, it is written
to be believable enough. This book could encourage readers to
become more interested in history and the works we attribute to
William Shakespeare. Cooper has a strong moral compass and
is a decent role model of a protagonist. His voice in the book
sounds a little older than that of a typical seventh grader, and his
love interest, Jolie, is a quite a bit more adventurous than your
typical seventh grader. Nonetheless, the book still captures the
middle school scene through Cooper’s relatable experiences. The
characters have distinct personalities and the story is original
with just the right amount of seriousness and humor.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

When Giants
Come to Play
Author

Andrea Beaty

Illustrator
Kevin Hawkes

Reviewer

Karen Abbott

Rating

Outstanding

Level

On particularly special summer days, giants come to the farm
to play with Anna. There are all kinds of games that you can
play with giants. When they play hide and seek, Anna hides in a
pocket. The giants are very easygoing compared to the giants that
you read about in fairy tales. They are so much fun and so laid
back that Anna hopes that they will stay and play forever.
This is a perfect story for those summer days when a child might
imagine that a giant might just show up. The entire story has
an easy-breezy summer feel that is enhanced by the bright and
comical illustrations. The incongruousness of ginormous friends
is worth pondering on each and every page if a reader wants to
see every bit of humor packed into the artwork. The book is very
well done and readers of all ages will appreciate the mood and
the message that friends are fun, no matter what their size.

Preschool, Primary

Pages
32

Year
2006

ISBN

9780810957596

Publisher
Abrams

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Will Giraffe Laugh?
Author

Hilary Leung

Illustrator
Hilary Leung

Reviewer
Krista Alletto

Rating
Excellent

Level

Toddler, Preschool

Pages
38

Year
2019

ISBN

9781338215618

Publisher

Giraffe is having a bad day. He does not feel like laughing, even
when his friends try to cheer him up. They come by one by one,
each with a new idea to get Giraffe laughing. One friend juggles,
another puts on a puppet show, and another makes Giraffe a
balloon animal. Despite these efforts, Giraffe still refuses to
laugh. Giraffe’s grumpy mood begins to cause his friends to feel
discouraged and sad themselves. When Giraffe realizes that he
has hurt his friends, roles reverse, and Giraffe begins to cheer up
his friends. By the end of the story, everyone is laughing together
and feeling better.
Will Giraffe Laugh? is a board book perfect for toddlers and
preschool age children as it explores the interplay between
emotion and friendship. Through Giraffe and his friends’
experience, readers see that having kind, caring friends is
important, but that it is also important to be a kind, caring friend
in return. This book also normalizes emotion, helping children
to recognize and process their own negative emotions. The story
has an easily followed pattern of repeated text for every friend
that tries to cheer up giraffe. The illustrations are colorful, bright
and simple. Some of the pictures and page turns add humor, like
when Bear is juggling to make Giraffe feel better on one page,
and the next page showing Bear on the ground with his juggling
items strewn around the floor. The book is sturdy with thick
cardboard pages and quality construction and will handle a fair
amount of toddler use. Will Giraffe Laugh? is a book that young
readers will love and learn from.

Cartwheel Books

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

Wishtree
Author

Katherine Applegate

Reviewer
Aubrey Parry

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Intermediate

Pages
211

Year
2017

ISBN

9781250306869

Publisher

Feiwel and Friends an
imprint of Macmillan
Publishing Group, LLC

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019

Red, a big oak tree, shares its experiences when 10-year-old
Samar and her family move into one of the houses right next to
it. Samar is a quiet Muslim girl who enjoys coming to sit by Red
every night, and Red likewise enjoys her company, which is rare
for a tree. One day, however, a mysterious boy carves the word
“leave” in Red’s trunk. Red describes how many people assume
it was directed toward Samar’s family. So when Samar leaves a
wish for a friend on Red’s branches, he feels compelled to help
her get her wish. Eventually Red succeeds in helping Samar find a
friend, teaching the community all about acceptance and learning
to love others who may be different from them.
Applegate approaches some difficult topics in writing about an
immigrant of a different religion. As such, Wishtree is especially
relevant for society today as the world becomes more diverse.
Wishtree is a great novel for beginning middle-grade readers.
With its simple language, readers can focus on the important
subject without being overwhelmed by vocabulary. Parents and
teachers can use this novel to introduce children to these ideas
in a setting where they can feel comfortable asking questions.
Wishtree shows how judging people before getting to know
them can harm both those being judged and those judging.
Applegate is able to impart more wisdom by using Red as the
main character, as readers can look at the events through a
more omnipresent neutral view of life than a human character
might have been able to offer. Applegate also sets the story in a
typical neighborhood that most people can connect with, making
the story applicable to everyone. Wishtree can also be used for
anyone simply looking for a good book to read, since the style and
plot are engaging and inclusive of any reading level.
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Book Review

Words in Deep Blue
Author

Cath Crowley

Reviewer

Emma Patton

Rating

Dependable

Level

Young Adult

Pages
288

Year
2017

ISBN

9781101937648

Publisher

Knopf Books for Young
Readers

Rachel’s life is crumbling. She flunked out of year twelve,
her mom is a mess, and it’s all because her little brother
unexpectedly drowned, even though he was a great swimmer.
Being in the same town where the tragedy happened is too much,
so she goes back to the town where she grew up, hoping she can
remember who she used to be. The only problem is that Henry
is there, too. He was her best friend, but when she wrote him a
love note and he never responded, they fell out of touch. Now
that she’s no longer in love with him, they could be friends, and
she does miss having him in her life. But when her aunt tells her
that she got her a job at the local bookstore, which Henry’s family
owns, Rachel knows that things are about to get pretty awkward.
As she grapples with her grief, it doesn’t seem like she has room
for any other emotions anymore, but emotions come whether you
want them to or not.
Words in Deep Blue follows some of the same patterns of most
young adult romances. But as predictable as some of it is, the
book is still a fun read, and the familiarity of the story line is
not unpleasant. The narration switches off between Rachel and
Henry, and author Cath Crawley manages to create a unique
voice for them both, making the transitions between chapters
very smooth and the character development clear. In this book,
reading and words are a major motif, as relationships are forged
through the written word. Throughout the book, the characters
reference various books, including classics as well as popular
contemporary young adult novels, so any reader will be able to
recognize familiar titles which they may have read as well. This
is the kind of book that would appeal to fans of John Green, but
instead of featuring teen American characters, it takes place in
Australia and offers a look at the ways that the lives of Australian
teens are similar to those of American teens.
*Contains severe language and mild sexual content.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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Book Review

You’re Just
What I Need
Author

Ruth Krauss

Illustrator
Julia Noonan

Reviewer

Ashley McKenzie

Rating

Outstanding

Level

Toddler, Preschool

Mother is trying to guess what could possibly be under the
strange lump under her covers. She guesses it could be the
laundry or a monkey or some carrots but muses that she doesn’t
need any of those things. At each silly suggestion, a voice from
the blanket says, “No, no, no, no.” She continues to suppose
what it could be until she discovers it is her own child, and she
exclaims, “You’re just what I need!”
This updated edition of The Bundle Book by Ruth Krauss with
new illustrations by Julia Noonan may be a familiar classic that
is already read and loved. This story flawlessly delivers simplicity.
It also provides endless opportunities to play with a child as
children will laugh when the mother continues to guess, possibly
wanting to play the same game later. The illustrations have
a vintage feel with their colors, packaging, and style that are
reminiscent of decades past.

Pages
40

Year
2019

ISBN

9780062431813

Publisher

HarperCollins

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2019
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Book Review

Zen Happiness
Author

Jon J Muth

Illustrator
Jon J Muth

Reviewer

Amanda Morgan

Rating

Dependable

Level

Primary

There are so many ways to be happy. The pages of this book
contain familiar sayings that remind us of this simple truth.
They also teach us to think more positively and see the world
differently. With cute pastel illustrations to enhance each quote,
this picture book can bring light to a rainy day.
While this book has beautiful eye-catching illustrations, the words
are fairly plain. The contents of the text are simply made up by
self-explanatory phrases you may have heard before. All the
phrases are inspirational though, and the artwork is quite darling.
That artwork is probably what classifies this work as a children’s
book, given that the text doesn’t seem especially geared to
children. Nonetheless, readers of many ages could find meaning
in the phrases. This book could be useful to a child who may
not have much exposure to positive inspiration. They can learn
positivity with help of the happy pastel panda on every page.

Pages
32

Year
2019

ISBN

9781338346022

Publisher

Scholastic Press

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol40/iss12/1
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